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solutions and displays. For more information

and reliability, which is reflected throughout our

see page 64.

entire range. In the following pages you will find
all your favourite products, together with new and
exciting items, giving you the performance you
expect from Pentel.
From the quick-drying, smudge-reducing EnerGel,
to unique Hybrid Dual Metallic pens, to the
colourful and convenient Pentel Arts collection,
there’s something to inspire everyone to be
creative.
Our Recycology range reflects our commitment
to manufacturing products that are better for the
environment. The collection includes display
books and presentation files that are all made
from at least 50% recycled materials, without
compromising quality.

Pentel have a company-wide total quality

management programme and many of our
factories are registered to ISO standards. We
recognise the importance of developing products
that benefit consumers and the environment by
using low-odour inks and recycled materials
where possible.
For more information on any of our products
please contact your local representative or call
our customer services team on
00 44 (0) 1793 823333.

E-mail salesoffice@pentel.co.uk or

visit our website: www.pentel.co.uk

For trade customers, to complement our range of
products we offer a variety of merchandising
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W - White
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MA - Smoke Grey
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Acid Free

Quick
Drying Ink

Recycology

LO
XTF

LATEX
FREE

Low-odour
Xylene &
Toluene-Free

LF

Latex-Free

Refillable

For Brush Sign Pens see page 50
For Hybrid Dual Metallic Pens see page 16

The letter ‘M’ in front of a colour denotes a metallic
shade. The letter ‘L’ denotes a pastel colour
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WHAT’S NEW

vibrant colours and a choice of retractable or cap style versions,
making it perfect for everyday writing. A twist on the original Superb
pen sees the introduction of Superb Anti-Bacterial. Its barrel is treated

When it comes to innovation and excellent performance, fresh thinking
and outstanding new ideas you’ll find our 2021-2022 catalogue full of
exciting products and initiatives.

with anti-bacterial formula to help prevent the spread of germs and

It’s estimated that over two-thirds of the writing instruments
technology we take for granted in the world today has been inspired
by Pentel innovation. And it’s thanks to the efforts and close
collaboration of our research and development and production teams
that we continue to create products that are not only fit for purpose,
but inspiring.

Our Graphgear pencil family is renowned for its quality, reliability and

Our fantastic EnerGel range, which has just celebrated its 20th
anniversary, continues to grow. We’re adding more beautiful colours to
the EnerGel Xm Retractable family, offering consumers an extensive
range of 20 colours to choose from. New to the family is EnerGel Noir;
its slim matt barrel and lightly grooved finger grip make it a pleasure to
write with.
The latest additions to our popular gel pen range continue to amaze:
with seven new sparkling colours, Hybrid Dual Metallic pens are truly
incredible. Infused with two colours of glitter into the dye ink the effect
is like a hologram. Remaining unique to Pentel, the stunning range of
Hybrid Dual Metallic pens now have 15 shimmering colours available
and are perfect for use on cards, decorations and drawings.
The bright, modern iZee (easy) makes a fabulous addition to the
ballpoint pen range. Designed in France, iZee is available in an array of

reduce the risk of infection. Ideal for use in educational, medical, food
and cosmetic industry environments.
performance and the latest additions are no exception. The fresh new

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
Pentel is proud to be a corporate partner of Breast

Breast Cancer Now is the charity that’s

Cancer Now and Prostate Cancer UK. Thanks to your

steered by world-class research and

support we continue to raise thousands of pounds

powered by life-changing care. They’re

to help fund vital projects in the UK and Ireland to

here for anyone affected by breast cancer, the whole way through,

four lead sizes to suit all needs.

improve the lives of those who suffer from these

providing support for today and hope for the future.

A broad tip has also been introduced to the Maxiflo range offering the

diseases.

colours of Graphgear 300 not only look fantastic but are available in

usual benefits of Maxiflo ink technology while producing vivid, dense
and solid lines making messages and charts stand out.

We’ve supported Breast Cancer Now since 2006 and

Our Pentel Arts range, which is ideal for artists, students and craft

have raised over £1.4 million for the charity to date.

enthusiasts, continues to offer new and exciting products. In addition
to the wide variety of high-quality art materials already available, we’ve

Our relationship with Prostate Cancer UK began in

introduced a further 12 beautiful colours to the Brush Sign Pen family.

2009 and donations to the charity are in excess

Its flexible brush-like tip makes it ideal for modern lettering, calligraphy,

of £628,000.

illustrations and journaling. Draw, sketch and write with the new
Pointliner, which contains ISO-certified water and fade-resistant
pigment ink which can be used with watercolours and dye ink

Our special edition products are available from many

products. It’s available in five tip sizes and is ideal for creating the most

customers, plus our own online store. We make a

intricate details or bold lines and shading.
Our product ranges are updated during the life of this catalogue, so
for the latest information please visit our website www.pentel.co.uk

donation to the respective charity for every pen sold
through these channels.

They believe that if we all act now, we can change the future of
breast cancer and make sure that, by 2050, everyone diagnosed
with the disease lives – and is supported to live well.
Visit www.breastcancernow.org for more information
See page 13 for product details.

Prostate Cancer UK is leading the fight
against prostate cancer. They’re here
for the millions of families concerned
or affected by prostate cancer wherever they live in the UK. They
support men and their families living with the impact of prostate

Find out more about our partnerships with Breast
Cancer Now and Prostate Cancer UK and help us raise

cancer now, fund research to protect men in the future and
campaigns to raise awareness and drive change.

more money to support the work of these important

Visit www.prostatecanceruk.org for more information

charities.

See page 13 for product details.



RECYCOLOGY

PENTEL AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Our commitment to the three Rs – reduce, reuse, recycle –

operates environmental management systems to make Pentel

LOCAL ACTION

is encapsulated in one word: Recycology.

activities at factories and offices more effective in terms of

In the UK we want to encourage everyone who buys a Pentel

RECYCOLOGY DISPLAY BOOKS AND
PRESENTATION FILES

sustainability and protection of the environment. Pentel’s

product that can be refilled to do just that. So that’s why

Nearly 15 years ago Pentel launched a range of display

It’s how we describe the efforts we make to use natural

factories in Japan, Taiwan, Thailand and Mexico are all

we’ve developed our message,

books, presentation files and folders, all made using 50%

resources sensitively and responsibly throughout our

accredited to ISO 14001 for environmental management

‘If You Love It, Refill It’, to help

recycled materials*. Recycology filing products use fewer

systems.

identify those items that can

valuable resources than non-recycled equivalents, without

be used over and again. When

compromising quality. Ideal for projects, presentations,

In product development Pentel factories have a duty to use

you view our catalogue, you’ll

recipe collections or hobbies, the Recycology range is ideal

see this logo next to certain

for office, school or home and helps you keep precious

products and you’ll find the

documents and photos protected and organised.

business. It’s also about how Pentel can help you choose
products that have a reduced impact on the environment.
We offer you a wide range of writing instruments, filing
products and display books made using a minimum of 50%
recycled material. Plus, many of our pens, and all our
pencils, are refillable.

ACTING RESPONSIBLY WITH RECYCOLOGY
At every level of our business we’re working hard to help
preserve and protect the environment, whether that’s by
using recycled plastic in our pens or introducing new
cardboard packaging for our customers.

recycled materials wherever possible. And it’s always been
our goal to make products that last a long time or can be
refilled, to reduce the need to throw away perfectly usable
products.

refills listed, to make it easy
to select the right one.

RECYCOLOGY WRITING INSTRUMENTS
Where you see the Recycology logo next to a Pentel

And what could be more responsible than a refillable pencil?
Pentel have been designing and manufacturing mechanical
pencils for more than 50 years. Each time you choose a
Pentel mechanical Pentel you’re helping to reduce the
requirement for thousands of trees that are chopped down
every year to make traditional wood-case pencils.

We’re all aware of the need to reduce or eradicate single-use

product this denotes that the item contains a minimum of

plastic in packaging and it’s no different at Pentel. Boxes

50% recycled material*. Where practical, our factories try

of Pentel loose pens, pencils and markers are made using

to manufacture as many products using recycled material as

recycled board, and we’re introducing many new wallet sets

possible. We’re proud to say that two thirds of our

made from board, not plastic.

quick-drying EnerGel range is classified under the
Recycology umbrella, including our hugely popular EnerGel X

Where we continue to use recycled polypropylene for best

retractable rollerball, which is made using a minimum of 84%

dedicated environmental management framework based on

protection of products, we encourage you to keep your

recycled material (and it’s refillable).

its Environmental Principles programme that was established

Pentel products together in these sets, or to recycle the

This isn’t new for us. Our parent company in Tokyo has a

RECYCLE

in the mid-1990s. This framework informs, develops and

Developing products
using recycled materials
such as plastic
and paper

plastic appropriately. In addition, many of our most

And don’t forget to refill your Pentel pen or mechanical pencil.

popular blister packs now also include a reminder that you

Over 40% of the products in our entire UK range can be

can recycle the card and plastic separately.

refilled, even including our Roll ‘n’ Glue and Brush Glue bottles.

So, there’s really no need to throw away a
perfectly re-usable Pentel product.

LONG-LIFE
PRODUCTS

Extending products’
lifecycle using
superior ink and refill
technology

PRODUCTS
WITH MINIMAL
ADVERSE
IMPACT ON THE
ENVIRONMENT

CLEAN

Reducing waste,
controlling chemical
substances, addressing
RoHS directives

REDUCE, REUSE AND RECYCLE
*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding consumable elements.

PHILOGRAPHY

• Premium retractable roller pen
• Sophisticated, satin finish metal body
• Chrome plated trim and metal pocket clip
mooth operating twist retractable
• Smechanism
• Supplied with black ink

BL2007

0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
A

B

W WZ

C

E

S

With its revolutionary low viscosity liquid gel ink, the EnerGel formula is q
 uicker drying and

AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X
EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

Z

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

barrel colour

ENERGEL

LR7
Refill

• Premium retractable roller pen
body, pocket clip
• Sandmartnibmetal
advance
grooved finger
• Wgripavefordesign,
extra control
ightweight barrel for comfortable
• Lwriting
all day

S
upplied
with black ink
•

aterproof, light-fast and
• Wfade-resistant
ink

A
rchive-safe
for
• signing cheques,perfect
contracts and
other legal documents

• Conforms to ISO 27668-2 standard
ophisticated black barrel with
• Sgold
(0.5mm) or silver (0.7mm) trim
• Made from 54% recycled material*
* Percentage based on the total weight of the product
excluding the ink and refill

smoother flowing than ordinary gel ink, giving a similar sensation to liquid ink. Because the
ink d
 ries super quickly it’s appreciated by right and left-handed writers alike, as it reduces
smudging on paper or hands.
Unlike liquid ink products, though, EnerGel doesn’t need a regulator to control its
smooth transition. That’s why the family of EnerGel products gives you the ultimate,
minimum of 50% recycled material.

Scan this code to
watch EnerGel video

8

ENERGEL

LRP7
Refill

AX BX CX

AX

0.7mm tip gives approx
a 0.35mm line width

flow – the ink is delivered directly from the reservoir or refill to the tip in one
yet affordable, writing experience. The majority of the EnerGel range is made from a

BLP77

LF

LATEX
FREE

Red ink available while stocks last

BL407

0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
B

LS

V

Z

P

S

MA PG

barrel colour

ENERGEL

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X
EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X
SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

BLP75

0.5mm tip gives approx a
0.25mmline width
AX BX CX

LRP5
Refill
AX

Red ink available while stocks last

9

• Comfortable rubber finger grip
• Metal pocket clip
• Choice of 3 tip sizes
• Contains 71% recycled material*
* Percentage based on the total weight of the product
excluding the ink

LF

LATEX
FREE

Display available - see page 65

BL27
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width
AX BX CX DX VX

BLN25

0.5mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
AX BX CX

BL30

1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
AX CX

8 NEW
COLOURS

R

• Rubber finger grip with grooved 

• Chunky barrel with smooth

• Metal pocket clip
• Push button retractable nib
• Choice of 2 tip sizes - 0.5mm or 0.7mm
• 0.7mm available in 20 colours
• Contains 54% recycled

• Contemporary rollerball with matt
black or pearlescent white barrel

• Metal pocket clip
• Choice of 2 tip sizes
• Contains 50% recycled material*
• Refillable

• Distinctively styled Tradio cap
with window

finger print support

rubber finger grip

material*

• Refillable
* Percentage based on the total weight
of the product excluding the ink and refill

BL77
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
AO BO BGX CO CAX DO D3X

SELLER

LATEX
FREE

* Percentage based on the total weight
of the product excluding the ink and refill

LATEX
FREE

LF

• Comfortable grooved finger grip for
extra control
• Refillable

LF
BL117A
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

BL57
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width

LR7
Refill

AO BO CO

AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

SX S3X SPX VO V3X V4X

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

A

Display and wallets available see pages 65 & 70

10

ENERGEL

1.0mm tip gives approx a
0.5mm line width
AX CX

LRN5
Refill
AX CX

BL60

1.0mm tip gives approx a
0.5mm
AO CO

ENERGEL
ENERGEL

LR10
Refill
AX CX

AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X
EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X
SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

BL117W
BLN75

LR7
Refill

1.0mm tip gives approx a
0.5mm line width
A

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X
EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X
SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

9
11

NOIR
• Smooth rubber finger grip
• Translucent colour finish
• Push button retractable nib
• Choice of 2 tip sizes
• Contains 84% recycled material*
• Refillable
* Percentage based on the total weight of the product
excluding the ink and refill

NEW!

• Smooth finish matt black barrel
• Lightly grooved finger grip
• Push button retractable nib
• Refillable
LATEX
FREE

LF

• Special edition pink-barrelled

EnerGel to support Breast Cancer Now

• £0.25 donated to Breast Cancer Now
for every pen sold

LATEX
FREE

LF

• Metal pocket clip
• Push button retractable nib
• Refillable

LATEX
FREE

LF

Display & wallets available - see pages 65 & 70

BL107
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width

LR7
Refill

AX BX CX CAX DX EX

AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

FX KX PX SX S3X VX

Breast Cancer Now is a company limited by guarantee registered in England (9347608) and a charity
registered in England and Wales (1160558), Scotland (SC045584) and Isle of Man (1200).

Display available - see page 65

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X
SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

BL110

1.0mm tip gives approx a
0.5mm line width
AX BX CX

LR10
Refill

BL437R1
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
A
F

B
K

LR7
Refill

BL77P
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width

E

AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

AX

S S3X V

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

C CAX
P

D

AX CX

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

• Special white-barrelled version to
support Prostate Cancer UK

• £0.25 donated to Prostate Cancer UK
for every pen sold

• Metal pocket clip
• Push button retractable nib
• Refillable

LATEX
FREE

LF

Prostate Cancer UK is a registered charity in England and Wales (1005541) and in Scotland
(SC039332). Registered company number 02653887.

Display available - see page 65

BL77SW
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
A

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X
EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X
SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

12

ENERGEL

ENERGEL
ENERGEL

13

ESSENTIALS

• Distinctive chunky barrel
 ltra smooth flowing pigment gel ink
•U
• D elivers smooth and stress-free writing
• R ubber finger grip for comfort
 etal pocket clip
•M
• P erfect for greeting cards and

LATEX
FREE

LF

• Ideal everyday writing pen
• Sculpted rubber finger grip for

LATEX
FREE

LF

LATEX
FREE

LF

optimum control and comfort

• Ideal for office, home or school
• Crystal-style barrel
• Easy view of remaining ink level

decorations

Display available - see page 66

K230
1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width

K116

XO ZO WO

AE BE CE

METALLIC

PASTEL

• Six shimmering metallic shades for

• The same look as other Hybrid

0.6mm tip gives approx a 0.3mm line width

dark or light paper

• Comfortable rubber finger grip, ideal for
prolonged use

• Perfect for greeting cards and

GEL PENS AND CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

gel rollers, but with white ink

LATEX
FREE

LF

decorations

• Dramatic on dark coloured paper
• Comfortable rubber finger
grip, ideal for prolonged use

• Ideal for photo albums, crafts
and creative projects

Pentel’s gel is a pigment-based ink which is especially rich in colour.
Perfect for creative use or everyday writing, the ink flows smoothly to the last drop.
There are many products and styles to choose from within the popular range,
with stunning colours and a variety of tip sizes.

SELLER

All Pentel gel rollers are acid-free. The Hybrid Dual Metallic is Pentel’s latest
innovation - and what a sensation it is! With its sparkling iridescent gel ink, it looks
different on dark or light paper: try it and you’ll see that Hybrid Dual Metallic is unlike
any other gel pen. Our seven new colours are our best yet!
Our classic rollerball is the world-famous Ball Pentel, with its smooth flowing, water-based
ink and iconic green barrel.

88ENERGEL
ENERGEL
GEL PENS AND

CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

9

K118
0.8mm tip gives approx a 0.4mm line width

K118
0.8mm tip gives approx a 0.4mm line width

MB MC MD MV XE

LWE

ZE

GEL PENS AND CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

15

• Retractable gel roller for everyday use
• Consistent ink flow
• Smooth rubber grip
• Attractive honeycomb pattern

LATEX
FREE

LF

on barrel

Display available - see page 65

K497
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.35mm line width
A

B

C

7 NEW
FANTASY
COLOURS

• 15 shimmering metallic pens
• Each pen produces a different

• Original smooth writing rollerball
• Distinctive green barrel
• Tried and tested cushioned ball tip
• Water-based ink
• Writes for up to 2,200 metres
• Contains 77% recycled material*

shade on dark or light coloured paper

• See two different colours at different angles
• Irresistibly smooth
• Perfect for cards, decorations,
pictures, drawings and designs

• Our 7 new fantasy colours are our
best yet with not one, but two,
shades of glitter in the base dye.

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

4 piece wallet available - see page 71

Display & wallets available - see pages 66 & 70

Scan this code
to find out more

SELLER
K110
1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
On light paper
DAX

DPX

DCX

DDX

DVX

DFX

DZX DXX

On dark paper
R50
0.8mm tip gives approx a 0.4mm line width

On light paper
DMZX DMDX DMXX DMVX DMPX DMKX DMNX

16

GEL PENS AND CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

On dark paper

A

ENERGEL
GEL
PENS AND CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS

B

C

D

17

NEW!

CAP STYLE

• Cap-style pens perfect for

LATEX
FREE

everyday use

• Low viscosity ink for smooth,

LF

skip-free writing

LF

LATEX
FREE

for everyday use

• Low viscosity ink for smooth,
skip-free writing

• Contemporary metal pocket clip
• Attractive honeycomb fingergrip

• Refillable

• Refillable

for comfortable writing

for comfortable writing

Display & wallet available - see pages 66 & 70

Display & wallet available - see pages 66 & 70

BXLM1002
Refill

BX470
1.0mm tip gives approx a
0.5mm line width

BXSE1002
Refill

A

B

C

D

A2 B2 C2 D2

A

B

C

D

A2 B2 C2 D2

F

P

S

V

F2 P2 S2

V2

F

P

S

V

F2 P2 S2

LATEX
FREE

LF
• S uperb ballpoint pen with a

• Larger tip size helps provide a smooth

• ISO 22196 certified
• Ideal for industries such as medical,

writing feel

V2

ANTIBACTERIAL
PEN

• Retractable ballpoint pen with ergonomic,
triangular finger grip for added comfort
and control

BALLPOINT PENS

• Retractable ballpoint pen, perfect

• Contemporary metal pocket clip
• Attractive honeycomb fingergrip

BX460
1.0mm tip gives approx a
0.5mm line width

NEW!

RETRACTABLE

NEW!

treated antibacterial barrel
and cap to help prevent infection

food, education, cosmetic, general
manufacturing, buliding and sport
facilities

• B iocidal product regulation

Our range of ballpoint pens provides an excellent choice of different designs, from

(Ex BPD 98/8)

the comfortable Kachiri to the popular everyday Superb.
NT

A

Wallet available - see pages 70

IBACTERIA

L

Each ballpoint pen has its own unique style, contains oil-based ink and delivers
smooth, stress-free writing. Our low-viscosity ballpoints provide the smoothest
of writing experiences.

ACTION

The latest addition is the new iZee collection, available in a choice of cap style or
retractable - both in 8 vibrant colours and offering amazing value for money - and they’re
both refillable.
Whether you’re looking for a range of colours, or an everyday writing product,
there’s a choice to suit your requirements here.

BK450
1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
A

B RDC V

ENERGEL PENS
BALLPOINT

BK77AB
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width

BKL7
Refill

AE CE

AO

9
19

• Original, superior ballpoint pen
• Slimline barrel
• Pen tip cleaned each time cap

• Longer length chunky barrel
• Well balanced shape
• Comfortable rubber finger grip
• Contains 89% recycled material*

is replaced

• Excellent for shorthand and note taking
• Choice of 2 tip sizes
• Superb Medium has a grooved

LATEX
FREE

LF

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product
excluding the ink and refill

finger grip for extra comfort

Display available - see page 66

BK77
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width
A

B

C

D

V

BK77M
1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
A

BKL7
Refill
AO

SELLER

C

RETRACTABLE
BALLPOINT PEN
• Ultra slim barrel
• Finger grip for comfortable support
• Affordable, everyday use

LATEX
FREE

BK401
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width

BKL7
Refill

AE

AO

CE

LF
• Retractable ballpoint pen with smooth,

LATEX
FREE

comfortable rubber grip

LF

• Choice of 2 tip sizes
• Contains 78% recycled material*

plastic / fibre tip pens

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product
excluding the ink and refil

Available while stocks last

Pentel developed the very first fibre tipped pen - the world famous
Sign Pen - over 50 years ago. This product, along with others
such as the Ultra Fine Pen, helped establish our reputation for
performance and innovation. Half a century on, Sign Pen and
BK127
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width
A

BK417
0.7mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width
A

20

C

BALLPOINT PENS

BK130
1.0mm tip gives approx a 0.5mm line width
A

BKL7
Refill
AO

Ultra Fine are still firm favourites in the studio, office, college and
home, complemented by new members of the family and, of
course, our famous delta-nibbed fountain pen range.

• Original plastic-tipped fineliner
• Ideal for figure-work or stencilling
• Water-based ink
• Distinctive orange barrel
• Tip housed in supportive metal sleeve

• Plastic-tipped pen
• Durable tip resists pressure on

• Flexible plastic nib fountain pen
• Double-sided ‘delta’ shaped nib adapts

• Great for those learning to write

• Smooth flowing water-based ink
• Ideal for those learning to write

3 piece wallet available - see page 71

Class pack available - see page 66

the nib

• Water-based ink
• Ideal for practising handwriting skills

to handwriter’s style

or improving their writing skills

• Original ‘delta’-shaped nib fountain pen
• Adapts to the writer’s handwriting style
• Firm feel one side, flexible response
the other

• Variable line width
• Smooth flowing, water-based ink

The feel owf iathout
fountain epefunss
th
S570
0.6mm tip gives approx a 0.3mm line width
A

B

C

S575M
0.5mm tip gives approx a 0.25mm line width

D

A

C

D

JM11
Variable line width
AX CX

A

COLOUR PEN
• The original fibre-tipped pen
• The designer’s choice - perfect
for graphics and illustrations

• Non-permanent water-based ink in 12
colours

• Superior general graphics pen
• Water-soluble ink
• Durable fibre tip
• Ideal for illustrations, artwork and projects

JM20MB
Variable line width

NEW!
• Perfect for writing, drawing and
sketching

• Certified water and fade-resistant
pigment black ink

• Ideal for creating the most intricate
details to bold lines and shading

• For office, college or home
• Made from 83% recycled material*

• Can be used with watercolours or
dye ink products

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink
Black, red, blue and green only contain recycled material

• Robust tip retains its shape

Wallet available - see page 71

Display & wallet available see pages 67 & 71

For Brush Sign Pen - see page 50

SELLER

For colour sets see page 52
S520
2.0mm tip gives approx a 1.0mm line width
A
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B

C

D

E

F

G

N

P

S

V

Y

plastic/fibre tip pens

S360
2.0mm tip gives approx a 1.0mm line width

S20P
00.5, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 or 0.8mm tip size
05A 1A

3A 5A

8A

plastic/fibre tip pens
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N50/N60 Bullet Point &
Chisel Tip
N50 Bullet Point
4.3mm tip gives approx a 2.2mm line width
A

MARKERS
When it comes to markers, Pentel products offer unparalleled quality, reliability and

B

C

D

E

F

G

V

SELLER

• The UK’s favourite permanent markers
• Robust aluminium barrels
• Bonded fibre tips retain their shape
• Will write on almost any surface including cardboard,
plastic, metal, wood, glass

N50S Bullet Point
3.18mm tip gives approx a 1mm line width
A

B

C

• Vivid waterproof ink
• Our No.1 range for many years!
• New fine point and extra broad tip

D

performance. Our extensive range provides a product for virtually every purpose, from tough,
durable permanent markers for a variety of surfaces, to dry wipe markers for
presentations and meetings, liquid chalk markers for everyday signs and notices and
highlighters for colour-coding, underlining or ear-marking key passages of text or figures.
The N50 name has been synonymous with quality and performance for decades - and now

N50XL Chisel Tip
Tip size from 17mm to 9mm
A

B

C

D

the family includes other tip sizes.
It’s no wonder we’ve been a leader of marker technology for many years.

N60 Chisel Tip
Tip size from 5.7mm to 3.9mm
A

B

C

D

Note: Images are not to scale

permanent markers
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NN50 Bullet Point &
NN60 Chisel Tip

Twin-Tipped
Permanent Marker

• Excellent value permanent markers

• Innovative permanent marker
• Twin tip - medium bullet one

with plastic barrels
• Low-odour xylene and toluene-free ink
• Suitable for use on most surfaces
• Ventilated safety cap
• Ideal for general marking
• Contain 85% recycled material*

XTF

end, fine point the other

XTF

• Pen-style marker with ventilated

LO

• Suitable for use on CDs, DVDs,

LO

CD/DVD
MARKER

plastic, vinyl, metal, glass,
cardboard and some
wood surfaces
• Low-odour ink

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

safety cap
• Permanent ink suitable for CDs,
DVDs, glass, metal, vinyl
and plastic
• Bullet point
• Write on non-recordable side
• Made from 89% recycled material*

FABRIC
MARKER

XTF

XTF

• Low-odour fabric marker
• Suitable for use on natural,

LO

LO

• Bullet point
• Ventilated safety cap

absorbent fabric

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

Display available - see page 67

NN50 Bullet Point
5.0mm tip gives approx a 2.5mm line width
AO

NN60 Chisel Tip
Tip size from 5.8mm to 3.9mm
AO

N850 Bullet Point &
N860 Chisel Tip
• E xcellent value permanent markers
with plastic barrels

ink
• Low-odour
• S pecially moulded, anti-roll cap
• S uitable for use on most surfaces
 reat value for everyday use
•G
5 piece wallets available see page 71

N75W Bullet/Fine Point
Bullet point - 3.5mm tip gives approx a 1.8mm line width
Fine tip - 0.6mm tip gives approx a 0.3mm line width

NMS51
2.0mm tip gives approx a 1.0mm line width

AE BE CE

AO

MARKERS

XTF

LO

• V alve-controlled marker for non-absorbent
surfaces - e.g.rubber, glass etc.

• White china clay pigment ink
 hoice of tip styles/sizes for different
•C
applications including fine point
marker with interchangeable tips

• T he top white marker on the market

NM10
2.0mm tip gives approx a 1.0mm line width
AO

SUPERFINE POINT
PERMANENT MARKER

FINE POINT
PERMANENT MARKER
• L ow-odour permanent marker for

general everyday use
• F ibre tip
• V entilated safety cap
• S uitable for use on most surfaces
 ade from 89% recycled material*
•M
* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

XTF

LO

• Low-odour permanent marker
• Super fine tip housed in
metal support

• Ideal for accuracy and precision
• Ventilated safety cap
• Made from 83% recycled material*

XTF

LO

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

X100W Bullet Point
Bullet point - 6.6mm tip gives approx a 3.3mm line width
W

N850 Bullet Point
4.2mm tip gives approx a 2.1mm line width
AE BE CE DE

X100WL Chisel Tip
Tip size from 6.5mm to 5.5mm
W

N860 Chisel Tip
Tip size from 4.5mm to 1.8mm
AE BE CE

26

DE

permanent markers

X100WS Bullet Point
2.0mm tip gives approx a 1.0mm line width
W

Note: Images are not to scale.

NMS50
2.0mm tip gives approx a 1.0mm line width
AO BO CO

permanent markers

NMF50
0.6mm tip gives approx a 0.3mm line width
AO

9
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• All the benefits of original Maxiflo

XTF

but with a unique flexible tip that
allows you to create a variety of
line widths

LO

4 piece wallet available - see page 72

MWL5SBF Bullet Point
4mm tip gives approx a 1-5mm line width
AX BX CX DX

MEDIUM POINT
LIQUID INK

• High quality, long lasting dry wipe

• All the benefits of Maxiflo medium but

marker

•Unique pump action system to

replenish ink supply if tip has dried out

•Vivid pigment-based liquid ink
•For white or porcelain boards
•Remove with a dry cloth or board eraser
• Bullet point or chisel tip
• Made from 50% recycled material*

BROAD POINT
LIQUID INK

FINE POINT
LIQUID INK

• All the benefits of Maxiflo

with a fine bullet point or chisel tip

XTF

LO

•MWL5S is made from 50% recycled
material*

* Percentage based on the total weight of the
product excluding the ink

Displays & wallets available see page 67 & 72

XTF

medium but with a broad
bullet point

NEW!

3 NEW
COLOURS

• Excellent value, everyday dry
wipe marker

XTF

• Suitable for use on white or

• Lays down ultra rich
colours

MW85 &
MW86
porcelain boards

XTF

LO
LO

• Vibrant pigment-based ink
• Unique shaped anti-roll cap

LO

4 piece wallet - see page 72

* Percentage based on the total weight of the
product excluding the ink

Scan this code to watch
Maxiflo product video

MWL5M Bullet Point
6.0mm tip gives approx a 3.0mm line width
AO BO CO DO

V

MWL6 Chisel Tip
Tip size from 5.7mm to 2.0mm
AO BO CO DO

28

whiteboard markers

MWL5S Bullet Point
4.0mm tip gives approx a 2.0mm line width
A

B

C

D

V

MWL6S Chisel Tip
Tip size from 4.6mm to 1.5mm
A

B

C

D

MW85 Bullet Point
4.2mm tip gives approx a 2.1mm line width
AE BE CE DE EE FE VE

MWL5W Bullet Point
Tip size 8mm

MW86 Chisel Tip
Tip size from 4.5mm to 1.8mm

AX BX CX DX

AE BE CE DE EE FE VE

whiteboard markers

9
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• Vivid, paint-like colours
• Suitable for many surfaces,

especially thick card, metal, glass
or plastic

• Permanent, opaque pigment-based ink
• Plastic barrel
4 piece wallets available see page 72

MMP20 Bullet Point
4.0mm tip gives approx a 2.0mm line width
AO BO CO DO EO FO GO KO NO PO SO VO WO XO ZO

Wet Erase Liquid
Chalk Markers

• Semi-permanent formula - won’t
run off in a light shower

• Remove with a damp cloth or

non-bleach-based household cleaner
and a non-scratch scourer (may be
difficult to erase from uneven surfaces)*

and non-porous surfaces (e.g. glass)

• Robust aluminium barrel
• Low odour formula – xylene-free
• Permanent, opaque pigment-based ink
• Valve-controlled flow
• Quick drying
• Suitable for many surfaces, especially

and clubs, crafts etc.

• Choice of 3 tip sizes

XTF

• Valve-activated flow, no blobbing or
leaking

• Ideal for use on slate chalk boards
SMW26 Standard Chisel Tip
Tip size from 4.0mm to 2.0mm
AO BO CO DO FO GO VO WO
SMW26 made with a minimum of 69% recycled materials*

LO

• Pigment-based ink

• Standard or jumbo chisel tip size
IMPORTANT

*This product is suitable for
use on conventional slate
chalkboards and glass.
Do not use on vinyl, wood
and painted MDF ‘chalk’ boards.
For removal tips from
suitable surfaces please visit
www.pentel.co.uk or
scan this code

SMW26

chalk markers

MFP10 Extra Fine Point
Super-smooth, extra-fine tip - tip size 0.6mm
X

Z

W

MSP10 Fine Point
Durable fine bullet point - tip size 2.9mm
X

Z

W

MMP10 Medium Bullet Point
Durable medium bullet point - tip size 4.5mm

SMW56 Jumbo Chisel Tip
Tip size from 10mm to 15mm

30

LO

thick card, metal, glass, plastic or rubber

• Perfect for fêtes, canteens, pubs

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

AO BO CO DO FO GO VO WO

XTF

4 & 7 piece wallets available - see page 53

X

Z

W

paint markers

9
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Nib

Water- Recycology Metal
resistant

Glass Plastic Rubber Wood Cardboard Paper Material CD/DVD White
board

Slate
chalk
board

N50/S/XL/60
NN50/60
N75W
N850/60
X100W/WL/WS
NMS51
NM10
NMS50
NMF50
MWL5M/MWL6
MWL5S/6S
MWL5SBF

FLEX
• Twin tipped highlighter
• Flexible chisel tip one end,
fine bullet point the other
• Ideal for creating a range
of lines and shapes
• Transparent, vivid ink

• Vivid water-based ink
• Suitable for use on most paper
• Great for highlighting, underlining and
colour coding

• Ideal for office, home or classroom
• Chisel tip

5 piece wallet available - see page 72

MWL5W
MW85/86
SMW26/56*

SMW26

MMP20/MFP10
MSP10/ MMP10

*SMW26/56 are suitable for use on conventional slate chalk boards and glass. 
Do not use on vinyl, wood and painted MDF ‘chalk’ boards. For removal tips from

suitable surfaces please visit the product section of our website www.pentel.co.uk.
SMW26 has a reversible bullet tip and chisel tip
Heavy duty permanent marker ink may ‘bleed’ through light paper.
SLW11 Chisel Tip
Tip size from 3.5mm to 1.0mm
FE GE KE PE SE

32
30

highlighters

SL60 Chisel Tip
Tip size from 4.8mm to 1.0mm
F

G

K

P

Always test suitability before extensive use.

Permanent markers are not recommended for use by young children.

marker usage guide

Test first to avoid
bleed through
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P200 SERIES
• Expertly engineered for drawing,

• Unique anti-breaking, lead

• Ideal for precision and accuracy
• Constant line width
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill

• Write without advancing the

protection system

drafting or writing

MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

lead - click once!

• Metal sleeve slides up automatically

as the lead is used, offering maximum
lead protection

leads, plus replaceable eraser

• 0.3mm has a clearing pin attached

• Perfect for plans and detailed illustrations
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer refill leads
• Choice of 2 sizes, including 0.2mm, the

to the eraser

• Choice of 4 lead sizes

Fine lead mechanical pencil technology has been a Pentel speciality for over 50 years. Our

SELLER

wide range of products offers an exceptional choice of pencils for professional, commercial

world’s finest mechanical pencil lead

and domestic use. The range is complemented by Pentel refill leads, which are stronger
and longer-lasting than ordinary graphite leads. Our AIN STEIN range is our stongest ever

Scan this code to
watch product video

refill lead, with ultimate resistance to breakage and superb density of colour.

P203/5/7/9
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9mm lead size
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 Barrel colours

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

XPP502 or 3
0.2 or 0.3mm lead size
0.2 0.2 0.3

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

Barrel colours

9
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LATEX
FREE

LF

• Excellent quality general writing

LATEX
FREE

• Unique lead-maximising system

and drawing pencil

• Jumbo sized eraser - twist barrel

• Value auto pencil for everyday

• P opular pencil with comfortable
rubber grip

• Grooved finger grip for comfort

• Long-lasting eraser
• Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer

• Metal pocket clip
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer

• Large eraser
• Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer

• Made from 72% recycled material*

• Choice of 3 lead sizes

- minimises wastage

 ubber grip for comfort and control
•R
 onstant line width
•C
• Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer HB

• Allows maximum use of lead before

LATEX
FREE

LF

advancing new lead

refill leads and replaceable eraser

HB refill leads

• Choice of 4 lead sizes

LF

to reveal

writing

and control

HB refill leads

HB refill leads

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding leads and eraser

Wallets available - see page 72

A313/5/7/9
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, or 0.9mm lead size

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

AZ125
0..5mm lead size

0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 Barrel colours

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

LATEX
FREE

Barrel colours

LF

• Stylish mechanical pencil with
• S oft rubber grip with fingerprint
pattern for comfort and control
• Choice of 2 lead sizes
• Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer

0.5

LATEX
FREE

• Chunky barrel
• Side-action switch to advance lead
• Comfortable rubber grip
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer

silver coloured barrel

QE515/7/9
0.5, 0.7 or 0.9mm lead size

HB leads and large eraser

HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

0.7

E10
Refill eraser

0.9 Barrel colours

AX105/7
0.5 or 0.7mm lead size
0.5 0.5 0.5

0.7

0.7 Trim colours

AM13

LF
• Quality writing and drawing pencil

• Mechanical pencil for everyday

• A djustable metal pocket clip
• S upplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer

• Ideal for technical drawing, DIY,

at an affordable price

or professional use

NEW!
LATEX
FREE

LF

writing and shading

• Equipped with a non-slip rubber

HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

grip, an eraser with protective cap
and a metal clip

• Choice of 3 lead sizes

• Supplied with 2 Super Hi-Polymer
HB refill leads

PL75/77
0.5 or 0.7mm lead size
0.5

36

0.7

Z2-1N
Refill eraser
Trim colours

MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

PD305T
0.5mm lead size

A125/7/9
0.5, 0.7 or 0.9mm lead size

0.5 Trim colour

0.5 0.7 0.9 Trim colours

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

AM13-CX
1.3mm lead size
1.3

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

Trim colour

9
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LATEX
FREE

LF

COLOURED
LEADS

• Quality mechanical pencil with

• About 10% stronger than other Pentel leads

brushed steel barrel

thanks to a ceramic cell structure

• Rubber grip ‘pips’ for added
comfort and control

• Supplied in convenient swivel-top tubes
• Smoother than other refill leads on

• Sliding sleeve to advance and
retract lead

the market

• Lead grade indicator
• Pocket clip sleeve retraction system
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads
• Choice of 4 lead sizes

PG1013/5/7/9
0.3, 0.5, 0.7 or 0.9mm lead size

• Suitable for most mechanical pencils
• Made from 92% recycled material*

0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 Trim colour

NEW!
• Quality mechanical pencil with

• Colourful new addition to the highly

• 4mm sleeve to protect lead
• Lead grade indicator
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer

• Quality mechanical pencil for

C275
0.5mm lead size - 40 leads
per tube
B/2B/3B/4B/HB/H/2H - lead grade

C277
0.7mm lead size - 40 leads
per tube
B/2B/HB/H - lead grade

C279
0.9mm lead size - 36 leads
per tube
B/2B/HB - lead grade

• Extra strong, slow wear rate, dark colour
• Suitable for most mechanical pencils
• 12 leads per tube except 0.9mm (15)

• 3mm fixed sleeve
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer

HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

and 1.3mm (8)

• Choice of 4 lead sizes

PPB
0.5 or 0.7mm lead size
0.5 0.7 lead colours

PPR
0.5 or 0.7mm lead size
0.5 0.7 lead colours

SUPER HI-POLYMER REFILL LEADS

drafting media

everyday use

• Choice of 4 lead sizes

C273
0.3mm lead size - 15 leads
per tube
B/2B/HB/H - lead grade

• Our best selling refill lead
• Ideal for paper, tracing and

popular Graphgear family

HB refill leads and replaceable eraser

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding refill leads

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding refill leads

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

stippled brushed metal grip

• Super-strong with dense composition
• Slow wear rate
• Red or blue
• 12 leads per tube
• Made from 88% recycled material*

• Made from 98 - 100% recycled material*
• New CH13 made from 87%

50
0.7mm lead size
B/2B/HB - lead grade

C505
0.5mm lead size
B/2B/4B/HB/H/2H - lead grade

recycled material*

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding refill leads

SELLER

PG513/5/7/9
0.3, 0.5, 0.7 or 0.9mm lead size

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 Trim colours

38

MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

PG313-TFX/315-AX/317-TSX/319-TSG
0.3, 0.5, 0.7 or 0.9mm lead size
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 Trim colours

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

C502
0.2mm lead size
B/2B/HB - lead grade

MECHANICAL PENCILS & LEADS

300
0.3mm lead size
B/HB/H/2H - lead grade

50-9
0.9mm lead size - 15 leads per tube
B/2B9/HB9 - lead grade

CH13
1.3mm lead size - 8 leads per tube
HBX - lead grade

NEW!

9
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LO
• S uper quick and even drying, creates a flat

• The original metal-tipped

• F ine metal tip and valve-controlled flow

• Dispenses fluid exactly where

• A built-in agitator keeps Correct Express

• Valve-controlled flow makes

 paque low-odour white fluid provides
•O

• Every last drop of fluid can be used
• Low-odour, trichloroethane-free formula
• Long-lasting size
• Made from a minimum of 50% recycled

surface for neat and tidy re-writing
provides accurate application
fresh and always free-flowing
excellent first-time coverage

Display available - see page 67

correction pen

LO

needed

corrections neat and accurate

material*

Corrected areas are
smooth and easy to
re-write over

*Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the fluid

Display available - see page 67

SELLER
ZLE52
Contains 7ml of fluid
W

ZL31
Contains 12ml of fluid
WE

CORRECTION
TAPE
• Easy to use correction tape
• Ergonomic side-action for more
natural correcting position

• Clean cut off for neat results
• Made from a minimum of
73% recycled material*

CORRECTION PENS & TAPE

*Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the tape

Pentel developed the very first valve-controlled correction pen for neat, accurate
cover-ups. We went one better with Micro Correct, a metal-tipped correction pen,
which puts you in control of your correcting, with no mess, no waste and no fuss!
Our latest innovation, Correct Express, dries quickly and evenly to give a smooth, flat
surface for writing over, with no lumps and bumps.
Pentel’s correction range encompasses liquid products and a correction tape for covering
pen ink, plus low-debris erasers for mistakes made in pencil. Excellent performance and
long lasting value are the hallmarks of our range.
XZTN14
Contains 10m of tape - 4.2mm wide
W

CORRECTION PENS & TAPE

9
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LATEX
FREE

LF

• E xcellent quality pencil eraser
 icro capsule formula gives
•M

LATEX
FREE

LF

BRING YOUR CREATIONS

• Plastic eraser held in a pen-shaped
protective sleeve

• Ratchet system to advance and

super-clean results

retract eraser

• R equires less friction and

• Handy pocket clip
• Refillable - excellent long

effort than ordinary erasers

 inimal debris
•M
P
•  rotective sleeve

lasting value!

Display available - see page 67

ZEH05
Small

ZE11T-C
CX Blue barrel

ZEH10
Medium

JUMBO REFILL
ERASERS

LATEX
FREE

LF

ZER-2
Refill

MECHANICAL PENCIL
REFILL ERASERS

• Jumbo refill erasers for

• Suitable for many Pentel

• P ack of 3 erasers

• Tube of 4 erasers
• Erasers supplied in protective

Twist Erase
mechanical pencils

LATEX
FREE

LF

mechanical pencils

metal sleeve

ART MATERIALS
Artists, students and craft enthusiasts can choose from a variety of wonderful Pentel Arts
products, made from quality materials and available in brilliant colours. Perfect for painting,
drawing, decorating or designing, let your creativity flourish with Pentel Arts.
Our oil pastels collection offers a range of up to 49 colours, with lovely blending properties,
while our water brushes can be used with many media to create beautiful effects.
We also offer great quality colour pencils for sketching and drawing, and our pen collection
includes acid-free gel ink pens, and new colours in our Brush Sign Pen range, which are
E10
3 per pack

42

CORRECTION PENS & TAPE

Z2-1N
4 pcs per tube

ideal for hand lettering.

Fabric Fun Pastel Dye Sticks
• Fun, easy way to transform natural

absorbent fabrics with unique designs

• Apply pastels directly onto fabric
• Cover completed design with a

clean sheet of paper or cloth, and
press over it with a hot iron to set
the dyes

• Once set, design is permanent

(If you’re not happy with your
design, don’t iron it, but wash it
out in cold water and start again)

• Works best on natural, absorbent

light-coloured fabrics such as cotton,
linen or silk

• Sets of 7 or 15 or holiday activity

set with 1 pack of PTS-15, t-shirt,
templates, fabric gel roller and
project book

N.B. Even if the dyes haven’t been fixed using an iron,
Pentel can’t guarantee that the colours will
be completely removed after washing.
Some fading may occur after repeated
washing of fabrics/garments

PTS-7 & 15

Oil Pastels

PTS15/BN15-SET

• Brilliant, fade-resistant colours
• Creamy softness makes pastels easy to lay down
• Slow drying time means you can work on a piece
for several weeks

• Ideal for most types of paper (including pastel,
water colour, cartridge, craft etc.) as well as
canvas, oil and acrylic boards

• Great to use in conjunction with watercolours,
oil paints and soft pastels

• Superb range of up to 49 colours
• Plus! Class packs
of 36 sets of PHN4-12
and 12 sets of
PHN4-12

SELLER

PHN4-12, 16, 25, 36, 50, PHN4-12CP & PHN4-12/CPNEW

44

ART MATERIALS

ART MATERIALS

9
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Colour Pencils

Aquash Water Brush

• Pre-sharpened woodcase pencils with

Our Water Brush has a reservoir that can
be refilled easily with water as often as
desired. By gently squeezing the barrel,
water is delivered to the tip. Perfect for
creating different aquarelle techniques or
mixing colours.

strong pigment colours

• Apply smoothly and blend easily for subtle
shades, tints and colour mixtures

• Long lasting and fade-resistant
• Great to use in conjunction with

watercolour paints and chalk pastels

• Improved break-resistance
• Hexagonal, anti-roll barrel
• Woodcase derived
from well-managed
forests

• Packs of 12 or 24

• Suitable for producing aquarelle or water
colour-style painting at any time, in any
place, without the need for extra
equipment

• Extremely durable nylon tip
• Contains water tank with 10ml capacity
• Fine, medium, broad and flat tips available
• Available individually or as a set
of three

• Great for use with Pentel Watercolour
Pencils! - see below opposite

CB8-12U

CB8-24U

XFRH/M, XFRH/B, XFRH/F, XFRH-MHBR,
XFRH/3BMFNEW & XFRH/3FMMBNEW

Watercolour
Pencils

Watercolour Pastels &
Mini Water Brush Set

• Pre-sharpened woodcase watercolour

• 24 assorted watercolour oil pastels,

• Strong pigment colours
• Ideal for creating watercolour-style effects
• Great to use in conjunction with

• Easy to draw and blend
• Perfect for rough sketching or

pencils

Aquash Water Brush - see page 47

• Improved break-resistance
• Hexagonal, anti-roll barrel
• Woodcase derived from well-managed

plus mini water brush

outdoor painting

• Bright, vivid colours
• A lovely gift for hobbies
and spare time

forests

• Packs of 12 or 24

CB9-12U
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CB9-24U

ART MATERIALS

GHW1-24X

ART MATERIALS
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Colour Brush

Brush Pen with Refills

• Nylon brush tip pen filled with

• Create fine to broad lines with

• 12 vibrant colours to choose from
• Create beautiful, vivid, translucent,

• Durable synthetic bristles retain

a single stroke!

water-based (dye) ink

their shape

• Ideal for drawings, cartoons,

watercolour effects

• V alve-activated for smooth flow, without
leaking
• Synthetic fibre tip retains its shape
• Excellent for wet-on-wet techniques

Manga-style artwork,
calligraphy etc

• Permanent black, sepia or
grey pigment ink

• Water and fade-resistant
• Clean and simple to refill
• Leak-proof fittings

Note: Permanent ink. Will not wash out of clothes. If bristles
clog with dry ink, unscrew tip unit, remove the cartridge and
rinse tip unit and bristles with warm water.

XGFL

101X-Black, 102X-red, 105X-lemon,
107X-orange, 109X- rose, 110X-sky blue,
111X-light green, 115X-olive,
117X-steel blue, 137X-grey, 141X-sepia,
150X-purple

FR-101X
Refill - black ink only

XGFKP/FP10-A - black barrel, black ink
XGFKPF/FP10-A - orange barrel, black ink
XGFKP/FP10-SP - black barrel, sepia ink
XGFKP/FP10-N - black barrel, grey ink

FP10
Refill
AO NO SPO

Pigment Colour Brush
• Nylon brush tip pen filled with

• Perfect for writing, drawing and

• Available in black, sepia or grey
• Water and fade-resistant
• Valve-activated for smooth flow, without

• Certified water and fade-resistant

• Synthetic fibre tip retains its shape
• Replaceable cartridges

• Can be used with watercolours or

sketching

pigment ink

leaking

pigment black ink

• Ideal for creating the most intricate
details to bold lines and shading
dye ink products

• Robust tip retains its shape
Display and wallet available - see pags 67 & 71

XGFP

101X-black, 137X-grey, 141X-sepia

FRP
Refill

101X-black, 137X-grey, 141X-sepia

S520P
00.5, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 or 0.8mm tip size
05A 1A
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3A 5A

8A

ART MATERIALS
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Brush Sign
Pen Pigment
• Slighly flexible brush-like pen-like tip
• P erfect for hand lettering and

NEW!

modern calligraphy

• Pigment ink in 3 colours
• Made from 82% recycled material*
* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

5 piece wallet available - see page 71

SESP15
AX NX SPO

A - Black

B - Red

D2X - Olive Green

B2X - Burgundy

Brush Sign Pen
• Slightly flexible brush-like pen tip
• Perfect for graphics, illustrations and
journaling

• Ideal for hand lettering

V - Violet

50

P - Pink

CAX - Blue-Black

F - Orange

D3X - Turquoise

G - Yellow

E2X - Pale Brown

D - Green

KX - Light Green

S - Sky Blue

N2X - Light Grey

C - Blue

V2X - Light Violet

E - Brown

P3X - Pale pink

Y - Ochre

S2X - Pale Blue

N - Grey

S3X - Grey Blue

SES15C

ART MATERIALS

P2X - Pink Purple

• 24 vibrant colours to choose from
• Contains 77% recycled material*
* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding the ink

Display and wallet available - see pages 67 & 71

12 NEW
COLOURS

• The original fibre-tipped pen
• The designer’s choice - perfect
for graphics and illustrations

• Non-permanent water-based
ink

• For office, college or home
• Made from 83% recycled
material*

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product
excluding the ink. Black, red, blue and green only

12 piece wallet
available - see page 71

S520/5-M

ART MATERIALS
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Felt Tip Colouring Pens

Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Markers

• 12 quality felt tip colouring pens
• Ideal for colouring and drawing
• Ergonomic triangular-shaped

• Semi-permanent formula - won’t run off in a light
shower

• Remove with a damp cloth or non-bleach-based

grip for easy handling

household cleaner and a non-scratch scourer
(may be difficult to erase from uneven surfaces)*

• Brilliant, vivid colours
• Available in medium (set of 12)

• Valve-activated flow, no blobbing or leaking
• Ideal for use on slate chalk boards

or broad tip (sets of 8 or 12)

• Washable at 40-60 degrees

XTF

NEW
LARGE TIPS

LO

and non-porous surfaces (e.g. glass)

• Perfect for fêtes, canteens, pubs
and clubs, crafts etc.

• Pigment-based ink
• Standard or jumbo chisel size tip

SCS2E-12

* This product is suitable for use on conventional slate
chalkboards and glass. Do not use on vinyl, wood and painted
MDF ‘chalk’ boards. For removal tips from suitable surfaces
please visit www.pentel.co.uk.

SCS3E-8

SMW26 made with a minimum
of 69% recycled materials*
* Percentage based on the total
weight of the product
excluding the ink

XSMW56-W
XSMW26-W

SMW26

SCS3E-12

Images not to scale

SMW56

Available in mixed colour wallets

Colour Pen
• Professional quality fine point

colour marker with durable fibre tip

• Vivid, water-based (dye) ink colours
• Ideal for graphics and illustrations
• Approx line width 1.0mm
• Packs of 12 or 24
• Also available in a studio set of
35 plus 5 highlighter pens

SMW26/7

SMW26/4

S360-12

S360-24

S360PP-35A
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SMW56/4

SMW56/7

ART MATERIALS
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Hybrid Gel Grip

Roll ’n’ Glue

• Smooth writing, acid-free gel ink

• Water-based glue for paper or card
• Convenient roller action - less

pen with 0.8mm medium tip

mess than ordinary glue

• Gold, silver and white or metallic ink
colours

• Comfortable rubber grip, ideal for
prolonged use

• Great for greeting cards, gift tags,

LATEX
FREE

LF

• Safe and odourless
• Clean, simple and economical
• Ideal for craft work, classrooms

LO

and projects

journaling, drawings and
photo albums

• Gold, silver and metallic

ink, perfect for light and dark
coloured papers

• White ink dramatic on dark

Class pack available - see page 67

coloured paper

K118/6W12, K118M/6W12

ER501-SE
55ml of glue

Large Oil Pastels

Brush Glue

• Large diameter sticks
• Easily blended on board, paper or canvas
• Sets of 12, 24 or 48 vibrant colours

 ater-based glue for paper or card
•W
B
•  rush application for excellent coverage
• A llows glue to be spread evenly and

ER-S
Refill 300ml

accurately

• S afe and odourless - ideal for craft work
 lean, simple and economical
•C
• E quipped with a valve to prevent spillage
 ade from a minimum of 72%
•M

LO

recycled material*

* Percentage based on the total weight of the product excluding glue.

ERB50-M
50ml of glue

GHT-12, 24 & 48
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ART MATERIALS

ER-S
Refill 300ml
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PHILOGRAPHY

• Premium retractable roller pen
• Sophisticated, satin finish metal body
• Chrome plated trim and metal pocket clip
mooth operating twist retractable
• Smechanism
• Supplied with black ink

BL2007

0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
A

B

W WZ

C

E

S

AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

barrel colour

FOUNTAIN PEN

NEW!

• Luxury fountain pen
barrel colours inspired
• Pbyearlescent
precious gems
patterned stainless-steel
• Bnibeautifully
with 24k gold plating
ttractive embossed centre band,
• Apocket
clip and end of barrel

S
upplied
with black ink
•

F700

TRFR
Refill cartridges

AM BM CM SM

A6 C6

0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width

STERLING SYMPHONY

GIFT COLLECTION

LATEX
FREE

LF

LATEX
FREE

LF

LR7
Refill

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

Z

Sterling

• Premium retractable roller pen
body, pocket clip
• Sandmartnibmetal
advance
grooved finger
• Wgripavefordesign,
extra control
ightweight barrel for comfortable
• Lwriting
all day

S
upplied
with black ink
•

ROLLERBALL

• Silver coloured barrel with a stunning
rose gold-coloured band

• Smooth flowing gel ink, no skipping or
blobbing, for an enjoyable writing
experience

• Simple, elegant and comfortable, perfect for
everyday use

• Black ink

Express yourself with a delightful writing instrument from Pentel.
Our collection of gift pens and pencils features a range of attractive products
at affordable prices. Perfect for birthdays and celebrations, Mother’s Day,
Father’s Day, Christmas or the start of a new school term, there’s a Pentel
pen or automatic pencil to make a gift of writing.

BL407

0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
B

LS

V

Z

P

S

MA PG

barrel colour

ART MATERIALS

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

K600PG-LR7
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
Z Barrel colour

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X
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STERLING EXCEL

LATEX
FREE

ROLLERBALL

LF

• Luxury rollerball pen
• Silver coloured or lacquer coated barrel

STERLING EXCEL

LATEX
FREE

RETRACTABLE BALLPOINT

LF

• Simply twist the barrel to advance
and retract tip

• Silver coloured or lacquer coated
barrel with contrasting silver
coloured band

with contrasting silver coloured band

• Smooth flowing gel ink, no skipping or
blobbing, for an enjoyable writing
experience

• Simple, elegant and comfortable, perfect
for everyday use

• S imple, elegant and comfortable, perfect
for everyday use

• Black ink

• Black ink

K611A, K611W, K600
0.7mm tip gives approx a
0.35mm line width
A

W

Z Barrel colour

K611A K611W K600

LR7
Refill
AX BX BGX CX CAX DX D3X

B811A, B811W, B810
0.8mm tip gives approx a 0.4mm line width

EX FX GX KX NX PX P3X

A

SX S3X SPX VX V3X V4X

W

Z Barrel colour

KFLT8
Refill
A

C

B811A B811W B810

sterling EXECUTIVE
elite

LATEX
FREE

ROLLERBALL

LF

MECHANICAL PENCIL

• Popular rollerball with sophisticated

• Quality mechanical pencil with

• Cushioned tip rollerball writes smoothly

• Rubber grip ‘pips’ for added
comfort and control

LATEX
FREE

LF

brushed steel barrel

brushed steel barrel

• Sturdy pocket clip
• Black ink

• Sliding sleeve to advance and retract lead
• Lead grade indicator
• Pocket clip sleeve retraction system
• Supplied with 3 Super Hi-Polymer HB refill leads

RECYCOLOGY
Recycology from Pentel is a range of filing products and display books, plus writing and drawing
instruments which help to make the world’s resources go further. Made from more than 50% recycled
materials the products use fewer valuable virgin resources than standard equivalents, without
compromising quality. Many products in the range are long-lasting, refillable and/or reusable.

SELLER

Inspired by the concept of the 3Rs – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle – Recycology products also
incorporate the style and performance associated with Pentel. So, now you can enhance your
environment, as well as help to protect it.
Recycology writing instruments are shown within their product families. Look for the Recycology
logo throughout this catalogue.

XR460
0.6mm tip gives approx a 0.3mm line width
Z Barrel colour
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MGN6S
Refill
A

PG1013/5/7/9
0.3, 0.5, 0.7 or 0.9mm lead size
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Trim colour

Z2-1N
Refill eraser

Percentage of recycled material based on the total weight of the product excluding consumable elements

DISPLAY BOOK SUPERIOR

DISPLAY BOOK WING
QUICK & EASY

• Superior quality display book with

• N o need to open ring-binder – simply p ull

top-opening pockets

pockets to release

• Title space on spine for easy reference
• Handy inside pocket for business cards,

• E asy-load tabs hold contents in place - no

• Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static

• 3 x A3 pockets – ideal for large spead-

• A3 size with 20 pockets
• Made from at least 50% recycled

• 2 x A4 pockets – perfect for reports, photos,

need to remove document to write on paper

notes, documents, CDs

sheets, m
 usic scores, plans, drawings

pockets with insert paper

cuttings, correspondence

• R efills - 4 holes per pocket – suitable for 2 or

material

4-hole folders and binders

Pockets 0.04 microns

 ade from at least 50% recycled material
• M

DCF132
20 pockets

Available while stocks last

A

DISPLAY BOOK WING
FRONT POCKET

DCM445A
3 x A3, 2 x A4 pockets
A

DCMR5-A4
Refill - Pack of 5 A4 pockets
DCMR5-A3
Refill - Pack of 5 A3 pockets

DISPLAY BOOK FRESH
• B rightly coloured covers in
mouth-watering shades

• Front cover pocket for personalisation
of presentations

• N on-reflective, matt finish, low-static
pockets with insert paper

• ‘Wing-shaped’ pockets make

insertion or removal of sheets easy

• N ew ‘wing-shaped’ pockets make

insertion or removal of sheets easy

• Title space on spine for easy reference
• Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static

• A 4 size with 20 pockets
 ixed pack available
•M
 ade from at least 50% recycled material
•M

pockets with insert paper

• Available in A4 size with 20 pockets
• Made from at least 50% recycled
material

Pockets 0.04 microns

Pockets 0.04 microns

DCF442AI
20 pockets

DCF542
20 pockets

A

C

DISPLAY BOOK WING

DISPLAY BOOK VIVID

• ‘Wing-shaped’ pockets make

• B rightly coloured cover in vivid,

• Title space on spine for easy reference

• T itle space on spine for easy reference
• N on-reflective, matt finish, low-static

insertion or removal of sheets easy

pockets with insert paper

P

pockets

• Available in A4 size with 20,

• A 4 size with 30 pockets
 ixed pack available
•M
• Made from at least 50% recycled material

40 or 60 pockets

• Made from at least 50% recycled
material

Pockets 0.04 microns

Pockets 0.04 microns

DCF442
20 pockets
A

RECYCOLOGY

K

textured finish

• Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static

60

F

B

C

DCF444
40 pockets
A

B

C

DCF343
30 pockets

DCF446
60 pockets
A

C

RECYCOLOGY

D

G

P

V
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DISPLAY BOOK CLEAR

DOCUMENT ENVELOPE

• Transparent cover in subtle shades
• Non-reflective, matt finish, low-static

• T akes documents up to 240 x 310mm

• Clear pockets for easy front and back

prevents documents from falling out

maximum size

pockets

• E nvelope-style locking mechanism

viewing

 ade from stain and humidity-resistant
•M
polypropylene

• A4 size with 20 or 30 pockets

• L andscape style
 ade from at least 50% recycled
•M

• Mixed packs available
• Made from at least 50% recycled material

material

• P ack of 10

DCF242
20 pockets
C
Pockets 0.04 microns

D

K

P

T

SELLER

DCF243
30 pockets
C

D

DCD74
Landscape

T

T

PRESENTATION FILE

REFILL POCKET REINFORCED

• Lightweight, flexible and easy

• Holes are specially reinforced with black

• Choice of 2 sizes – 7 pockets and 15

• Can be used for 2-hole, 4-hole or 30-hole
filing

Extra Strong

to carry

tape to give durability and prolonged use

pockets

• Put an image in the first pocket to make

• Pockets are made from extra thick PP film
• Non-reflective, matt finish makes

an easily identifiable front cover

• Pack of 5 by size
• Made from at least 50% recycled
material

insertion and removal of documents easier
and reduces static

• A4 size, pack of 50 pockets
• Made from at least 50% recycled material

DCP1407
7 pockets
A

Pockets 0.04 microns

DCP3415
15 pockets

Available while stocks last

DCR2450T
50 pockets
T

A

CLIP FILE

DOCUMENT FILE

• Handy file for storing documents
• Easy to use – slide clip to open or close
• Transparent front cover for easy

• A ccordion-style expandable pockets can be

Expanding Organiser

fixed or contracted for carrying

 enerous length of hook and loop fastener
•G

identification of documents

tape can take a large quantity of documents

• Holds approximately 20 A4 sheets
• A choice of 5 individual colours or

• Inside are two business card-sized pockets
and space for inserting pen

a mixed pack

• C ontains index cards for convenient

• Made from at least 50% recycled

organisation

material

• C ut off card along perforation and fold
it double to use

 ade from at least 50% recycled
•M
material

DCB14
C
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RECYCOLOGY

T

D

G

P

DCD24
13 pockets
A

RECYCOLOGY
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• 24 pce display
• Contains 18 pcs A

• 24 pce display
• Contains 12 pcs A

• Product information

• Product information

BL77/2D

BL27/2D

• 24 pce display
• Contains 18 pcs A

• 1 2 dozen display
• C ontains 12 pcs each

and 6 pcs C

and 6 pcs C & V

on page 10

and 6 pcs C

• Product information
on page 12

on page 11

AX, BX ,CX, DX, EX,
FX, KX, SX, S3X, PX,
VX & CAX

• P roduct information
on page 12

BL107/2D

BL107/12D

LIMITED EDITION

• 2 4 pce display
• C ontains 18 pcs A
and 6 pcs C

• P roduct information
on page 11

• 2 4 pce display
• C ontains 24 pcs A
• P roduct information on
page 13

• £ 6 donated to Prostate
Cancer UK for every
display sold.

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS
BLN25/2D

BL77SW/2D

Colourful, informative, full of impact: these are the key features of our merchandising units.
From 24-piece mini packs, ideal for till point or counters, to floor-standing display
units for loose products and blister cards, we’ve got merchandising solutions for
a breadth of Pentel products.
Where space is limited our mini packs maximise awareness in the smallest of areas, while
Ultima display systems are the perfect, one-stop solution for a wide range of Pentel
products. As our range is changing all the time please contact your Pentel representative
for the most up-to-date information.

LIMITED EDITION

• 24 pce display
• Contains 24 pcs A
• Product information on page 13
• £6 donated to Breast Cancer

• 3 6 pce display
• C ontains 18 pcs A,

BL77P/2D

K497/3D

Now for every
display sold.

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS

6 pcs B and 12 pcs C

• P roduct information on
page 17
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Brush Sign Pen

NEW!
ERASER SETS

• 24 pce display
• Contains 24 pcs white ink
• Product information on

• 3 6 pce display

15 pcs each A and C,
• Contains

• 30 pce display
• Contains 6 pcs A and 2 pcs

and 6 pcs B

each E2X, S3X, D3X, N2X,
B2X, P2X, CAX, P3X, PX,
KX, S2X and V2X

• P roduct information on

page 15

page 20

BK77/36D

NEW!

• 180 pce display
• Contains 12 pcs of each of

of A, B, C, D and a magnetic
eraser

• Product information on page 28

SES15C/30D

MWL5M/MAG/4-M
MWL5S/MAG/4-M

NEW!

• 48 pce display to hold MWL5S
and MWL6S

• Any combination of colour or tip,

B, C, D, E, F, G, N, P, S, V
and Y

you choose the loading

• 30 pce display
• Contains 6 pcs each,

0.05mm, 0.1mm, 0.3mm,
0.5mm and 0.8mm

• Product information on

• Product information on

• Can hold 2 x MWL5S/MAG/4-M
• Product information on page 28

• Product information on

K110/15/WAL-M

SES15C/2D

MWL56S/4D M/T

S20P/30D

page 16

CAP STYLE

page 50

NEW!

RETRACTABLE

NEW!

• 48-piece display
• Contains 6 pieces each A,

• Product information on

• Product information on

BX460/4D

BX470/4D

N65W/2D

• 4 8 pce class pack
• C ontains 48 pcs A or C

• 2 4 pce display

24 pcs ZLE52-W
• Contains
P

roduct
information
on
•

B, C, D, F, P, S and V

page 16

MIXED DISPLAY

page 16

• 24 pce display
• Contains 24 pcs A

( N.B. to be replaced with

N75W/2D - product information
on page 26

• 12 pce display
• Contains 12 pcs ZL31-WE
• Product information on
page 41

ZL31/1D

NEW!

• 96-piece display
• Contains BX460 6 pieces

•

page 23

Twin-Tipped
Permanent Marker

• 48-piece display
• Contains 6 pieces each

A, B, C, D, F, P, S and V

each A, B, C, D, F, P, S and V
and BX470 6 pieces each
A, B, C, D, F, P, S and V
Product information on
page 16

BX467/8D
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• E ach set contains 1 pce each

Brush Sign Pen
• 24 pce display
• Contains 2 pcs each, A,

15 metallic colours, plus 6 x
7-piece wallets

or fine bullet point

• Product information on
page 50

K230W/2D

• A vailable in medium bullet point

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS

with 1 pce D free of charge

• P roduct information on
page 22

S575M/CP-A or C

page 41

• 48 pce display or 36 pce units
• Contains 48 pcs ZEH05
• Contains 36 pcs ZEH10
• Product information on
page 42

ZLE52/2D

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS

ZEH05
ZEH10
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Roll’n’Glue

Oil Pastels

Spinner Cup

• 55ml bottle class pack
• Contains 24 pcs

• 12 pce class pack
• Contains 12 sets

• Spinner cup with

ER501 plus 1 set
PHN4-12 free
of charge

• Product information

of PHN4-12

• Product information
on page 44

4 sections

• Ideal for merchandising
a range of Pentel
products in a compact
space

Pentel Marker
Display
• Empty acrylic display
• Holds an assortment of
Pentel markers

• Available with product
order

on page 55

NMS51/3E MT

PM/DP-MARKER

ER501/24CP

PHN4-12/CPNEW

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

Oil Pastels

Orenz Display

Pentel Arts Display

• 36 pce class pack
• Contains 36 sets

• Cardboard display with

• Empty cardboard display
• Holds an assortment of

• Empty acrylic hook display
• Holds an assortment of

• Available with product

• Can accomodate up to

of PHN4-12

• Product information on
page 44

locators to hold products

• Holds 24 or 36 pieces
• Available with Orenz pencil
blistercard orders

Pentel Arts products

order

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

Euro Hook Display

Pentel Arts products
7 hooks

• Available with product
order

PHN4-12CP

P/ARTS/BASE & PHN HEADER

PM/BLISTERDESK-DP

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

Acrylic 2D or
3D Display

DP6 Display

• Empty acrylic unit with

• Empty acrylic display
available with product order

expanding locators to
grip products

• Holds 24 or 36 pieces
• Available with product
order

ACRYLIC/2D
ACRYLIC/3D
(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

• Ideal for merchandising a range

of Pentel products in 6 sections

• Houses a multitude of

products in a compact
counter space

DP6HKUV/B

4-Tier Display

• 36 piece empty display

• Empty acrylic display
• 4 gravity-fed tiers hold

• Individual product locators

display product attractively

• Versatile unit with mini tester
pad and optional header

• Versatile acetate tub
with lid

• Can hold between 12

and 30 pcs, depending
on product

• Ideal for till points and
impulse purchasing

approx. 48 pieces

• Available with product
order

PM/DISP/36

MKTPOS/227

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS

Tub Displays

(Products shown for illustrative purposes only)

PM Display
available with product order
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PP500/DP M/T

Various codes - more information
from your Pentel representative

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS
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NEW!

• YBL77/12-M - 12 pce wallet -

• 3 pce wallet
• Contains 3 pcs of AO & 1 LR7-AX

contains 1 pce each AO, BO, CO, DO,
FX, PX, SX, S3X, EX, CAX, VO, KX

• 5 pce wallet

1 pce each 0.05mm,
• Contains

refill

• YBL77/9-M - 9 pce wallet -

on page 10

pcs A and C

• YR50/RCY/4M - contains 1 pce of

• P roduct information on

each A, B, C and D

page 23

• YBL77/5-M - 5 pce wallet - contains 1

NEW!

• 4 pce wallets
• YR50/RCY/4AC - contains 2

0.1mm, 0.3mm, 0.5mm and
0.8mm

• Product information

contains 1 pce each AO, BO, CO,
DO, EX, FX, PX, S3X, VO

NEW!

• Product information on
page 17

pce each AO, BO, CO, DO, VO

• Product information on page 10
YBL77/12-M, 9-M & 5-M

YS20P/5-A

YBL77LR7/3-A

NEW!

• YBL107/12-M - 12 pce wallet -

• YBL107/RCY/2A - 2 pce wallet -

contains 1 pce each AX, BX, CX, DX,
FX, PX, SX, S3X, EX, CAX, VX, KX

contains 2 pcs of AX

• YBL107/RCY/2C - 2 pce wallet -

• YBL107/9-M - 9 pce wallet - contains

contains 2 pcs of CX

2 pcs AX and 1 pce each BX, CX,
DX, FX, PX, SX, VX

YR50/RCY/4AC & 4M

NEW!

• 3 pce wallet

3 pcs of A
• Contains
P

roduct
information
•

• 3 pce wallet
• Contains 1 pce each A, P and V
• Product information on

YS570/3-A

YSES15C/3-M

on page 22

• Product information on page 12

Brush Sign Pen

NEW!

page 50

• YBL107/6-M - 6 pce wallet - contains
1 pce each AX, CX, PX, DX, VX, SX

• Product information on page 12
YBL107/12-M, 9-M & 6-M

YBL107/RCY/2A & 2C

NEW!

• 8 pce wallet
• Contains 1 pce each DAX, DCX,

• 7 pce wallet
• Contains 1 pce each DMDX, DMKX,

DDX, DFX, DPX, DVX, DXX, DZX

NEW!

• 5 pce wallet
• Contains 3 pcs each AX, and 1

DMNX, DMPX, DMVX, DMXX and
DMZX

• Product information on
page 16

Brush Sign
Pen Pigment
pce each NX and SPX

• Product information on

• Product information on

page 51

page 16

Brush Sign Pen

NEW!

• YSES15C/12-M - 12 pce wallet contains 1 pce of each A, B, P,
F, G, D, S, C, V, E, Y & N

• YSES15C/12NEW - 12 pce

wallet - contains 1 pce each
E2X, S3X, D3X, N2X, B2X, P2X,
CAX, P3X, PX, KX, S2X and V2X

• P roduct information
on page 50

YK110/8-M

K110DM/7-M

ANTIBACTERIAL
PEN

NEW!

• 4 pce wallet
• Contains 3 pcs AE & 1 pce CE
• Product information on page 19

YSESP15/5-M

NEW!

• YBX460/8-M - cap style - 8 pce
wallet - contains 1 pce each A,
B, C, D, F, P, S, and V

• BX470/8E - retractable - 8 pce
wallet - contains contains 1
pce each A, B, C, D, F,
P, S, and V

Sign Pen

N860 Chisel Tip

• 12 pce wallet
• Contains 1 pce of each

• 5 pce wallets
• YN860/5-A - contains 5 pcs A
• YN860/5-M - contains 2 pcs A

• Product information on

• Product information on

A, B, P, F, G, D, S, C, V,
E, Y & N,
page 22

• Product information on page 19
YBK77AB/4-M

70

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS

YBX460/8-M & BX470/8E

YSES15C/12-M & 12NEW

YS520/12-M

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS

and 1 pce each B, C and D
page 26

CARDBOARD
PACKAGING
COMING SOON!

YN860/5-A & 5-M

71

Ultima 500

Pencil Case
• 4 pce wallets

1 pce each
• Contain

• 4 pce wallet
• Contains 1 pce each

• P roduct information on

• Product information

A, B, C, D
page 28

• Sturdy free-standing

• 8 pce pencil case

an EnerGel liquid gel
• Includes

display unit, with
illuminated LED header

pen, 2 ballpoint pens, one
highlighter, one automatic pencil,
one eraser and a ruler

A, B, C, D

LED - ILL
UM AT
ED
HEADEIN
R

• Slatwall system provides
flexibility to reposition
stock easily and quickly

on page 29

• Supplied with 14 acrylic
trays with dividers

• Euro hooks for blister

Medium Bullet - YMWL5M-4
Medium Chisel - YMWL6-4
Fine Bullet - YMWL5S-4

cards available as an
optional extra

BTSNEW/PCSE

YMWL5SBF/4-M

• Lockable stock box at
base of unit

MW85
• 4 pce wallet
• Contains 2 pcs A and

• MMP20-4 - 4 pce wallet -

• Product information on

• MMP20-4COL - 4 pce wallet -

contains 1 pce each AO, BO,
CO and WO

1 pce each B & C

contains 1 pce each DO, PO,
SO and VO,

page 29

• Product information on

Approximate dimensions::
W 510mm x H 1890mm x D 350mm

page 31

MMP20-4
MMP20-4COL

YMW85/4-MIX

Weight - 36kg

Ultima 1000

FLEX
• 5 pce wallet
• Contains 1 pce each K, S, F, G

• YMMP20/MIX-1 - 7 pce

• Product information on

• YMMP20/MIX-2 - 7 pce wallet -

• Free-standing display
unit with stylish,
contemporary look

wallet - contains 1 pce each
AO, BO, EO, DO, XO, ZO and WO

and P

• Slatwall system - reposition

stock trays easily and quickly

contains 1 pce each CO, KO,
FO, PO, GO, SO and VO,

page 32

• Includes 24 acrylic

trays with dividers,
suitable for a wide
variety of loose Pentel
product

• Product information on
page 31

YMMP20/7-MIX1
YMMP20/7-MIX2

YSLW11/5-M

NEW!

LED - ILL
UM AT
ED
HEADEIN
R

• E uro hooks for blister
NEW!

cards and lead tray
insert available as
optional extras

• Back-up stock box
at base of unit

• 4 pce wallet
• 0.5mm lead size

4 pcs AZ125
• Contains

• 3 pce wallet

2 pcs AZ125 of 0.5mm
• Contains

• P roduct information

• P roduct information

in different barrel colours

on page 36

pencils and 1 tube of C505-HB
leads

on page 36

• Can be supplied

with a digital photo
frame holder if required

Approximate dimensions:
W 987mm x H 1890mm x D 350mm
Weight - 75kg

YAZ125/4-M

72

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS

YAZ125/RCY/2M

For more information on our merchandising units please contact your Pentel representative or call us on 00 44 (0) 1793 823333.

DISPLAYS AND WALLETS
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Recyclable
card &
plastic

BLISTER CARDS

INDEX
WHAT’S NEW

4

Our bold, eye-catching red and white blistercards certainly stand out from the

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

5

crowd. The front of the cards demonstrates a simple, uncluttered approach,

PENTEL AND THE ENVIRONMENT

6

showing the most important product information - such as tip size or main

ENERGEL
BL2007
BL407
BLP77
BLP75
BL77
BLN75
BL57
BL60
BL27
BLN25
BL30
BL117A
BL117W
BL107
BL110
BL437R1
BL77P
BL77SW

9
9
9
9
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
13
13
13

feature - and allowing the product to be the main focal point of the packaging.
The rear of the cards provides more detailed product information, as well as
suggestions for other products of interest within our range.
The rectangular shape cards with their distinctive ‘ear piece’ have proved a huge
success, as they allow more room to display the product and branding clearly,
as well as looking fantastic. As we move away from plastic packaging, it’s still
reassuring to know that our cards and blisters can be recycled separately.
Find out more about our range, call your Pentel representative today.

REFILLS
LRN5

LR7

LR10

Refill for BLN75

Refill for BL77, BL57, BL407, BL107,
BL77P , BL77SW, BL2007 & K600PG-LR7

Refill for BL60, BL110

LRP5

LRP7

BKL7

Refill for BLP75

Refill for BLP77

Refill for BK77, BK401 & BK127

BXLM1002

BXSE1002

MGN6S

Refill for BX460

Refill for BX470

Refill for R460

KFLT8

FP10

FR

Refill for B811 & B810
FRP

Refill for XGFKP
Z2-1N

Refill for XGFL (black)
E10

GEL PENS & CLASSIC ROLLERBALLS
K230
Hybrid Gel Grip DX Broad Metallic
K116
Hybrid Gel Grip Essentials
K118
Hybrid Gel Grip Metallic
K110
Hybrid Dual Metallic
K497
Oh!Gel Retractable
R50
Ball Pentel

15
15
15
16
17
17

BALLPOINT
BX460
BX470
BK450
BK77AB
BK77
BK77M
BK401
BK417
BK127
BK130

19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20

ER-S

Refill for ER501-SE & ERB50-M

Refill eraser for mechanical pencils
Refill for QE515

PENS
iZee - cap syle
iZee - retractable
Kachiri
Superb Anitibacterial Pen
Superb - fine point
Superb - medium point
Superb G - fine point
Retactable Ballpoint Pen
e-ball - fine point
e-ball - medium point

PLASTIC & FIBRE TIPS
S570
Ultra Fine
S575M
Handwriter
S520
Sign Pen
S360
Colour Pen
JM20MB
Fountain Pentel
JM11
Stylo Fountain Pentel
S20P
Pointliner

22
22
22
22
23
23
23

MARKERS
N50/S/XL/60
NN50/60

25
26

N75W
N850/60
X100W
X100WS
X100WL
NMS51
NM10
NMS50
NMF50
MWL5M/6
MWL5S/6S
MWL5W
MWL5SBF

Refill for XGFP

Energel Philography
Energel Sterling
Energel Permanent
Energel Permanent
Energel Xm Retractable
Energel Xm Retractable
Energel Xm
Energel Xm
Energel Plus
Energel Plus
Energel Plus
Energel Tradio Black
Energel Tradio White
Energel X
Energel X
Energel Noir
Retractable Liquid Gel Pen
Retractable Liquid Gel Pen

MW85/86
SMW26
SMW56
MMP20
MFP10
MSP10
MMP10
SLW11
SL60

Permanent Marker - bullet or chisel tip
Green Label Permanent Marker
- bullet or chisel tip
Twin-Tipped Permanent Marker
Permanent Marker - bullet or chisel tip
White Marker - bullet tip
White Marker - fine point bullet tip
White Marker - chisel tip
CD/DVD Marker
Green Label Fabric Marker
Green Label Fine Point Permanent Marker
Green Label Superfine Permanent Marker
Maxiflo Liquid Ink Dry Wipe Marker medium bullet or chisel tip
Maxiflo Liquid Ink Dry Wipe Marker fine bullet or chisel tip
Maxiflo Liquid Ink Dry Wipe Marker broad tip
Maxiflo Flex-Feel Liquid Ink
Dry -Wipe Marker bullet
Dry Wipe Marker bullet or chisel tip
Chalk Marker Medium
Chalk Marker Jumbo
Paint Marker Plastic Barrel
Paint Marker - extra fine point
Paint Marker - fine point
Paint Marker - medium bullet point
Illumina Flex Tip Highlighter
Illumina Highlighter

26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
28
28
29
29
29
30
30
31
31
31
31
32
32

See page 39 for refill leads
MARKER USAGE GUIDE

33

MECHANICAL PENCILS AND LEADS
P203/5/7/9
P200 Automatic Pencil Series
XPP502/3
Orenz Automatic Pencil Series
A313/5/7/9
Pentel 120 A3 Automatic Pencil Series
AZ125
E-Sharp Automatic Pencil
PL75/77
Energize Automatic Pencil Series
PD305T
Techniclick G Automatic Pencil
QE515/7/9
Twist Erase Automatic Pencil Series
AX105/7
Fiesta Automatic Pencil Series
A125/7/9
Sharplet Automatic Pencil Series
AM13
AM13 Automatic Pencil
PG1013/5/7/9 Graphgear 1000 Automatic Pencil
PG513/5/7/9 Graphgear 500 Series
PG313-TFX
Graphgear 300 Series
PG315-AX
Graphgear 300 Series
PG317-TSX
Graphgear 300 Series
PG319-TSG
Graphgear 300 Series
C273/5/7/9
Ain Stein 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9mm
PPB/R
Coloured Leads blue and red 0.9/0.7/0.9mm
C502
Super Hi-Polymer Leads 0.2mm
300
Super Hi-Polymer Leads 0.3mm
C505
Super Hi-Polymer Leads 0.5mm
50
Super Hi-Polymer Leads 0.7mm
50/9
Super Hi-Polymer Leads 0.9mm
CH13
Super Hi-Polymer Leads 1.3mm

35
35
36
36
36
36
37
37
37
37
38
38
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39

CORRECTION
ZLE52-W
Correct Express 7ml
ZL31-W
Micro Correct 12ml
XZTN14
Correction Tape 10m
ZEH05/10
Hi-Polymer Eraser
Clic Eraser
ZE11T-C
Clic Eraser Refill
ZER-2
E10
Jumbo Refill Erasers

41
41
41
42
42
42
42

PENTEL ARTS
PHN4-12/16/25/36/50 Standard Oil Pastels
PHN4-12CP
Standard Oil Pastels - 36 pce class pack
PHN4-12-CPNEW Standard Oil Pastels - 12 pce class pack
PTS-7/-15
Fabric Fun Pastels - set of 7 or 15
PTS15/BN15-SET Fabric Fun T-Shirt Pack
CB8-12U/24U Colour Pencils - 12 or 24 pack
CB9-12U/24U Watercolour Pencils - 12 or 24 pack
XFRH/3FMMBNEW Aquash Water Brush - 3 pce blister card
XFRH/3BMFNEW Aquash Water Brush - 3 pce blister card
XFRH/M-B-F Aquash Water Brush - 1 pce blister card
XFRH/MHBR Aquash Water Brush - 1 pce blister card
GHW1-24X
Watercolour Pastels + Brush Set
XGFL
Colour Brush
XGFP
Pigment Colour Brush
XGFKP/FP10 Brush Pen with Refills - blister card
XGFKPF/FP10 Brush Pen with Refills - blister card
XGFKP/FP10-SP Brush Pen with Refills - blister card
XGFKP/FP10-N Brush Pen with Refills - blister card
S20P
Pointliner
SES15C
Brush Sign Pen
SESP15
Brush Sign Pen Pigment
S520/5-M
Sign Pen - Sign Pen - 5 pack
SCS2E-12
Felt Tip Colouring Pens
SCS3E-8/12
Broad Felt Tip Colouring Pens
S360-12A/24A Colour Pen - 12 or 24 pack
S360PP/35A Colour Pen - Studio Set
SMW26/56
Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Marker - medium or jumbo
XSMW26-W
Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Marker - 1 pce medium blister card
XSMW56-W
Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Marker - 1 pce jumbo blister card
SMW26/4/7
Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Marker - medium 4 & 7 pack
SMW56/4/7
Wet Erase Liquid Chalk Marker - jumbo 4 & 7 pack
K118/6W12
Hybrid Gel Grip - 6 pack gold, silver & white
K118M/6W12 Hybrid Gel Grip - 6 pack metallic
GHT12/24/48
Large Stick Oil Pastels
GH-T28
Large Stick Oil Pastels - back or white
ER501-SE
Roll ‘n’ Glue 55ml
ERB50-M
Brush Glue

44
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44
45
45
46
46
47
47
47
47
47
48
48
49
49
49
49
49
50
51
51
52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53
54
54
54
54
55
55

GIFT COLLECTION
BL2007
Energel Philography
57
F700
Sterling Fountain Pen
57
BL407
EnerGel Sterling
57
K600PG-LR7 Sterling Symphony Rollerball - Silver
57
K611A/W
Sterling Excel Rollerball - black/ivory
58
K600
Sterling Excel Rollerball - silver
58
B811A/W
Sterling Excel Retractable Ballpoint - black/ivory 58
B810
Sterling Excel Retractable Ballpoint - silver 58
XR460
Sterling Executive Rollerball
58
PG1013/5/7/9 Graphgear 1000 Automatic Pencil
58
RECYCOLOGY
DCF132
Display Book Superior
DCF442AI
Display Book Wing - Front Pocket
DCF442/444/446 Display Book Wing
DCM445A
Display Book Wing - Quick & Easy
DCMR5-A4/A3 Refill Pockets
DCF542
Display Book Fresh
DCF343
Display Book Vivid
DCF242/243 Display Book Clear
DCP1407/3415 Presentation File
DCB14
Clip File
DCD74
Document Envelope
DCR2450T
Refill Pocket Reinforced - Extra Strong

60
60
60
61
61
61
61
62
62
62
63
63

DCD24

Document File - Expanding Organiser

DISPLAYS
BL77/2D
BL27/2D
BL107/2D
BL107/12D
BLN25/2D
BL77SW/2D
BL77P/2D
K497/3D
K230W/2D
BK77/36D
K110/15/WAL-M
BX460/4D
BX470/4D
BX467/8D
S575M/CP
SES15C/2D
SES15C/30D
MWL5M/MAG/4-M
MWL5S/MAG/4-M
MWL56S/4D M/T
S20P/30D
N65W/2D
ZL31/1D
ZLE52/2D
ZEH/05
ZEH/10
ER501/24CP
PHN4-12CP
PHN4-12-CPNEW
ACRYLIC/2D
ACRYLIC/3D
PP500-DP M/T
PM/DISP/36
DP6HKUV/B
MKTPOS/227
NMS51/3E MT
PM/DP-MARKER
P/ARTS/BASE

63

Energel Xm Retractable - 2 doz display
Energel Plus - 2 doz display
Energel X Retractable - 2 doz display
Energel X Retractable - 12 doz display
Energel Plus - 2 doz display
EnerGel PCUK - 2 doz display
EnerGel BCN - 2 doz display
Oh! Gel - 3 doz display
Hybrid Gel Grip DX - 2 doz display
Superb - 3 doz display
Hybrid Dual Metallic - 180 pce display
iZee ballpoint 4 doz display
iZee ballpoint 4 doz doz display
iZee ballpoint 8 doz display
Handwriter - 4 doz class pack
Brush Sign Pen - 2 doz display
Brush Sign Pen - 30 pce display
Maxiflo Magnetic Eraser Set - medium bullet point
Maxiflo Magnetic Eraser Set - fine bullet point
Maxiflo Whiteboard Marker - 4 doz display
Pointliner - 30 pce display
Twin-Tipped Marker - 24 pce display
Micro Correct 12ml - 1 doz display
Correct Express 7ml - 2 doz display
Hi-Polymer Eraser Small - 48 pce display
Hi-Polymer Eraser Medium - 36 pce display
Roll n Glue - 55ml bottle class pack
Standard Oil Pastels - 36 pce class pack
Standard Oil Pastels - 12 pce class pack
Acrylic - 2 doz display
Acrylic - 3 doz display
Orenz Display (empty)
PM Display - 3 doz display
DP6 display
4 Tier Acrylic display
Spinner display
Pentel Marker Display
Pentel Arts Display
PM/BLISTERDESK-DP Euro Hook Display
TUB Displays Various Products

65
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65
65
65
65
65
65
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
67
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
68
69
69
69
69
69

WALLETS
YBL77/12/9/5-M
YBL77LR7/3-A
YBL107/12/9/6-M
YBL107/RCY/2A/2C
YK110/8-M
K110DM/7-M
YBK77AB/4-M
YBX460/8-M
BX470/8E
YS20P/5-A
YR50/RCY/4AC
YR50/RCY/4M
YS570/3-A
YSES15C/3-M
YSESP15/5-M
YSES15C/12-M
YSES15C/12-NEW
YS520/12-M
YN860/5-A/-5-M
YMWL5M-4
YMWL6-4
YMWL5S-4
YMWL5SBF/4-M
YMW85/4-MIX
MMP20-4
MMP20-4COL
YMMP20//7-MIX1 & 2
YSLW11/5-M
YAZ125/RCY/2M
YAZ125/4-M
BTSNEW/PCSE

70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
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Energel Xm Retractable - 12,9,5 pce wallets
Energel Xm Retractable - 3 pce wallet
Energel X Retractable - 12,9,6 pce wallets
Energel X - 2 pce wallet
Hybrid Dual Metallic - 8 pce wallet
Hybrid Dual Metallic - 7 pce wallet
Superb Antibacterial - 4 pce wallet
iZee - cap style - 8 pce wallet
iZee - retractable - 8 pce wallet
Pointliner - 5 pce wallet
Ball Pentel - 4 pce wallet
Ball Pentel - 4 pce wallet
Ultra Fine - 3 pce wallet
Brush Sign Pen - 3 pce wallet
Brush Sign Pen Pigment - 5 pce wallet
Brush Sign Pen - 12 pce wallet
Brush Sign Pen - 12 pce wallet
Sign Pen - 12 pce wallet
N860 Marker - 5 pce wallet
Maxilfo - medium bullet - 4 pce wallet
Maxilfo - medium chisel - 4 pce wallet
Maxilfo - fine bullet - 4 pce wallet
Maxilfo Flex-Feel - 4 pce wallet
Whiteboard Marker - 4 pce wallet
Paint Marker - 4 pce wallet
Paint Marker - 4 pce wallet
Paint Marker - 7 pce wallet
Illumina Flex - 5 pce wallet
e Sharp - 3 pce wallet
e Sharp - 4 pce wallet
8 pce pencil case

ULTIMA DISPLAYS
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REFILLS
LRN5
LR7
LR10
LRP5
LRP7
BKL7
BXLM1002
BXSE1002
MGN6S
KFLT8
FP10
FR
FRP
Z2-1N

74
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74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74
74

E10
ER-S

Refill for BLN75
Refill for BL77, BL57, Bl407, BL107, BL77P & BL77SW
Refill for BL60 & BL110
Refill for BLP75
Refill for BLP77
Refill for BK77, BK401 & BK127
Refill for BX460
Refill for BX470
Refill for R460
Refill for B811 & B810
Refill for XGFKP
Refill for GFL
Refill for XGFP
Refill for P203/5/7/9, A313/5/7/9, AL405
PL75/77, A125/7/9, PG513/5/7/9, P365
Refill for QE515 & QE205
Refill for ER501-SE

74
74

www.pentel.co.uk

Pentel (Stationery) Ltd, Hunts Rise,
South Marston Park, Swindon, Wiltshire SN3 4TW
Tel. 00 44 (0) 1793 823333 Fax. (0) 1793 823366
E-mail: salesoffice@pentel.co.uk
Visit our website and sign up for our free e-zine

www.pentel.co.uk
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